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Abstract. This paper proposes an adaptive database intrusion detection model 

that can be resistant to potential insider misuse with a limited number of data. 

The intrusion detection model can be adapted online using evolutionary rein-

forcement learning (ERL) which combines reinforcement learning and evolution-

ary learning.  The model consists of two feedforward neural networks, a behavior 

network and an evaluation network. The behavior network detects the intrusion, 

and the evaluation network provides feedback to the detection of the behavior 

network. To find the optimal model, we encode the weights of the networks as 

an individual and produce populations of better individuals over generations. 

TPC-E scenario-based virtual query data were used for verification of the pro-

posed model. Experimental results show that the detection performance improves 

as the proposed model learns the intrusion adaptively. 
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1 Introduction 

As networks are increasingly opened to wider access, in particular access from the In-

ternet, the risk of database attacks has increased [1]. Financial damage to organizations 

and businesses when databases are hacked is estimated at an average of millions of 

dollars [2]. It is important to detect dangerous intrusions in advance to prevent the dam-

age. However, the database intrusions have become more sophisticated and evolve into 

the form of internal intrusions as well as external intrusions, making it difficult to de-

tect. Internal intrusion refers to the case where an authenticated user or application has 

an access pattern unexpected [3]. External intrusion can be dealt with using existing 

defense strategies, but research on the countermeasure against the internal intrusion is 

still lacking.  

To model abnormal behaviors as a method of the internal intrusion detection, the 

information of the behaviors must be collected [4]. However, in a real environment, the 

number of normal data is much larger than that of abnormal data, and it is not easy to 

discriminate the abnormal data [5]. In addition, the internal intrusion is more difficult 

to detect than the external intrusion because its pattern is deformed [6]. Therefore, there 
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is a need for a model capable of detecting an evolving intrusion pattern regardless of 

the number of data. 

In this paper, we propose an adaptive database intrusion detection model based on 

evolutionary reinforcement learning (ERL). It was proposed by Ackley [7], which com-

bines reinforcement learning that is a learning process of an individual, with evolution 

learning that is a learning process of a population, to search for the optimal model with 

the characteristics of each method. The detection model consists of two multi-layer 

perceptrons (MLPs), a behavior network and an evaluation network. The behavior net-

work detects the intrusion, and the evaluation network provides feedback to the detec-

tion of the behavior network. To find the optimal model, we encode the weights of the 

networks as the individual and produce populations of better individuals over genera-

tions. The proposed model can deal with dynamic invasion patterns regardless of the 

number of data through continuous online learning. To validate the model, we use the 

virtual database query data generated in the previous study [8]. The total number of 

data is 11000, among where 1000 data are generated for each role based on the TPC-E 

scenario from 11 roles. Experimental results show that the detection performance is 

improved as the proposed model learns the intrusions. 

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the studies on internal 

intrusion detection of database. Section 3 describes the proposed model. In Section 4, 

we describe the experiment and analyze the results for the dataset. Finally, Section 5 

discusses the pros and cons of the proposed model. 

2 Related Works 

There are two ways to detect database intrusions. Misuse detection is based on a 

knowledge of the known attack and judges by matching the current action and the attack 

pattern [9]. On the other hand, anomaly detection is based on a knowledge of normal 

behavior; after creating a profile for the normal behaviors, an abnormal behavior that 

is inconsistent with the profile is regarded as an intrusion [10]. This approach is effec-

tive for detecting the internal database intrusion because it can respond to an unknown 

attack.  

Valeur et al. proposed an anomaly detection system to learn the profile of normal 

access to the database by the web application [11]. Mathew et al. modeled the user's 

access patterns by profiling the data elements that the user accesses to detect the intru-

sions of the graduate admission database [12]. Features were extracted from the query 

for  scalability  and  performance.  Chagarmudi  et  al.  proposed  a model  to  prevent  

Table 1. Anomaly detection studies for internal intrusion of database 

Authors Domain Dataset Method 

Valeur et al. [11] 
Web 

application 

Virtual data 

based on PHP-Nuke 
Bayesian model 

Mathew et al. [12] Education 
Graduate 

admission DB 

NB, DT, SVM, 

k-means 

clustering 



Chagarlamudi et al. 

[13] 
Organization 

Virtual data 

based on scenarios 

Directed bipartite 

graph model 

Ronao et al. [8] Commerce 
Virtual data 

based on scenarios 
Random forest 

malicious activity of an authenticated user in database application [13]. User's tasks 

were mapped to several transactions and analyzed through simulation. In the previous 

study, Ronao et al. applied random forest to TPC-E virtual query data to detect abnor-

mal behavior [8]. By applying the weighted voting to random forest, false alarms were 

minimized. However, the above studies have learned models based on restricted data, 

and they cannot dynamically cope with attacks with various patterns. This paper pro-

poses a model for online learning. 

3 The Proposed Model 

This paper proposes an adaptive database intrusion detection model that can be ready 

for the evolving internal intrusion patterns. The structure of the proposed model is 

shown in Fig 1. The intrusion detection model consists of two multi-layer perceptrons, 

a behavior network and an evaluation network. The behavior network detects the ab-

normal query, and the evaluation network provides feedback on the detection results of 

the behavior network. The evaluation network guides the direction in which the behav-

ior network learns. The behavior network with reinforcement learning and evaluation 

networks evolve to explore optimal model. To verify the proposed model, we apply the 

virtual query data which was generated based on the TPC-E scenario in the previous 

research.   

Fig. 1. Structure of adaptive database intrusion detection model 



3.1 Virtual Query Data  

Since the query log of the actual database has restrictions on access in terms of security, 

virtual query data can be collected based on scenarios [8]. We use TPC-E scenarios 

which are On-Line Transaction Processing (OLTP) workload of a brokerage company 

provided by the TPC. 

Table 2. TPC-E scenarios  

No Transaction Query Authority 

1 Broker-volume transaction 

SELECT only Read-only 

2 Customer-position transaction 

3 Market-watch transaction 

4 Security-detail transaction 

5 Trade-status transaction 

6 Trade-lookup transaction 

7 Trade-order transaction SELECT/INSERT only 

Read/Write 

8 Trade-update transaction 
SELECT/UPDATE only 

9 Data-maintenance transaction 

10 Market-feed transaction SELECT/INSERT/ 

UPDATE/DELETE 11 Trade-result transaction 

The scenarios have 33 tables and 191 attributes which are categorized into four cat-

egories: brokers, customers, markets and dimension, and consist of 11 Read/Write and 

Read-only transactions defined by the profile. For each transaction, 1000 queries were 

collected through a random query generator. The query as input to the detection model 

is preprocessed with a vector with seven fields. The vector has 277 features in total. 

Query = {SQL-CMD[], PROJ-REL-DEC[], PROJ-ATTR-DEC[], SEL-ATTR-DEC[],  

ORDBY-ATTR-DEC[], GRPBY-ATTR-DEC[], VALUE-CTR[]} 

Table 3. Feature set by field 

Field Description Feature # 

SQL-CMD[] Command features Query mode, Query Length 2 

PROJ-REL-DEC[] 
Projection relation 

features 

#projected relations, 

position of the relations 
3 

PROJ-ATTR-DEC[] 
Projection attribute 

features 

#attributes, #attributes per table, 

position of the attribtues 
66 

SEL-ATTR-DEC[] 
Selection attribute 

features 

#attributes, #attributes per table, 

position of the attribtues 
67 

ORDBY-ATTR-DEC[] 
ORDER BY clause 

features 

#attributes, #attributes per table, 

position of the attribtues 
67 

GRPBY-ATTR-DEC[] 
GROUP BY clause 

features 

#attributes, #attributes per table, 

position of the attribtues 
67 

VALUE-CTR[] 
Value counter 

features 

#string values, length of string 

values, #numeric value, #funtions, 

#JOIN, #AND/OR 

5 

*#attributes(in a clause), #attributes per table(in a clause per table), position of the attributes(in a clause)  



3.2 Adaptive Database Intrusion Detection Model 

The behavior network and the evaluation network are multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs) 

as follows. The input of the behavior network to detect intrusion is the feature set of the 

query 𝐹𝑄 = {𝑓1,𝑓2, … , 𝑓277}, and the output is the detection result 𝐷𝑄 . The input of the 

evaluation network is the same query, and the output is the learning rate of the query 𝜂. 

The evaluation network guides the learning direction of the behavior network by pre-

senting the learning rate to be applied to the error backpropagation for the detection 

result. Fig. 2 is the flow chart of showing the process of the model. 

Evolutionary Algorithm. To construct the optimal model, two neural networks are 

encoded as one individual. For a neural network as phenotype, the node and arc are 

fixed, and the weights of the network are encoded as genotype. One individual repre-

sents the initial weights of the behavior network and the fixed weights of the evaluation 

network. The initial weights of the behavior network perform reinforcement learning 

by applying a learning rate. The leaning rate is given as the feedback of the evaluation 

network after the judgment of the behavior network. The population, which is a set of 

individuals, evolves over generations to find the optimal set of weights. We define a 

population as 50 individuals. 

• Encoding. The weights are encoded as real values considering the number of the 

weights [14]. This is because if the length of the individual is too long, convergence 

to the optimal solution may slow down [15]. 

𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖 = < 𝑤1, 𝑤2, … , 𝑤𝑥 > 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑤𝑘  ∈  ℜ (1) 

Fig. 2. Learning process of the detection model 



• Fitness. The fitness of the individual is evaluated by the detection accuracy of the 

model for one epoch.  

• Selection. Roulette-wheel selection, which is the most typical selection method, is 

applied. This is a way to select a good parent individual by giving the probability of 

selection as much as the fitness of the individual [16].  

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑖 =  
𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖

∑ 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑗𝑗

 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑗 = 1 … 𝑝𝑜𝑝. 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 (2) 

• Crossover. Uniform crossover is applied to inherit the gene of the selected parents. 

The crossover sets threshold probability 𝑃𝐶 . When two parent individuals are 𝑆1 and  

𝑆2, a random number is generated at each position of the individual. If the number 

exceeds the threshold probability, the weight of 𝑆1 is selected. Otherwise, the weight 

of 𝑆2 is selected [17]. 

• Mutation. If the random number generated at each position of the child individual is 

smaller than the threshold probability 𝑃𝑀 , the corresponding weight is randomly 

transformed. Otherwise, the weight is maintained. 

< 𝑤1, 𝑤2, … , 𝑤𝑘 > → < 𝑤1
′ , 𝑤2

′ , … , 𝑤𝑛
′ > 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑤𝑖 , 𝑤𝑖

′ ∈ [0, 1] (3) 

Reinforcement Learning. For online learning of the detection model, reinforcement 

learning is applied to the weights of behavior networks. Reinforcement learning occurs 

whenever an individual judges a query within a generation. The evaluation network 

provides the learning rate 𝜂 required when the behavior network performs error back 

Fig. 3. Encoding and evolution operators of the detection network 



propagation. The weights of the evaluation networks are initialized through evolution 

and fixed within a generation. The evaluation network assumes that the weights as-

signed by evolution are ideal, and determines the direction for the behavior network to 

learn [7]. The reinforcement learning process of a query is as follows. 

Table 4. Algorithm of reinforcement learning  

#Evaluation Network 

Input: features of a query 

Execute the activation function 

Output: Learning rate 𝜂 of the query 

 

#Action Network 

1. Input the features of the query 

2. Execute the activation function 

3. Output the higher probability among the output nodes 

4. If classification is correct 

𝜂∗ = {
1 − 𝜂       𝑖𝑓 𝜂 ≥ 0.5 

 𝜂               𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒              
 

else 

𝜂∗ = {
𝜂               𝑖𝑓 𝜂 ≥ 0.5  
 1 − 𝜂       𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒              

 

 

5. Reflect new learning rate 𝜂∗ on loss function 

6. Error Backpropagate 

4 Experiments  

4.1 Experiment settings 

To verify the proposed model, we used the virtual query data based on the TPC-E sce-

narios collected in the previous study. There are 1000 query data per a role for 11 roles. 

Some of the normal queries are transformed to make an internal intrusion query. An 

anomaly of the normal query is to invalidate a role, which change it to an arbitrary role 

that excludes an existing role. The input query is preprocessed with 277 features. The 

number of generations for the evolutionary computation is set to 1000, the crossover 

rate to 0.95, and the mutation rate to 0.01. The data was partitioned into the training 

and test sets in a ratio of 80:20. 

 

4.2 Results 

Experimental results showed that the best performance of the proposed model was 90% 

classification accuracy. In the early generation, the performance was dramatically im-

proved, and after 25 generations, it was gradually converged. We verified that perfor-

mance was steadily improved due to reinforcement learning even after convergence 



through evolution learning. In addition, the false positive rate as the important index of 

the intrusion detection model, was lower than the average rate of other classification 

techniques, and was higher than the lowest rate of them. But It can be lowered by im-

proving detection accuracy through continuous learning. 

Table 5. FPR comparison with machine learning techniques 

 ERN Naïve ayes SVM BN J48 RF 

FPR 0.008 0.017 0.013 0.007 0.006 0.006 

Table 6. Confusion matrix of the final model 

 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 C11 % 

C1 203 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 99.51 

C2 0 209 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 99.05 

C3 0 0 187 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 97.91 

C4 0 0 0 202 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 98.54 

C5 0 2 0 0 181 4 0 5 0 0 0 94.27 

C6 0 1 0 0 0 184 0 3 0 11 1 92.00 

C7 0 0 0 0 0 0 148 0 0 10 35 75.51 

C8 0 0 0 0 14 36 0 125 0 11 12 63.13 

C9 0 0 0 2 1 0 2 0 203 0 0 96.67 

C10 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 6 0 182 0 95.29 

C11 0 0 0 0 0 2 16 6 7 13 158 78.22 

Confusion matrix of the best detection model showed that the class 7 and 11, and the 

class 5, 6 and 8 were misclassified. This is because the class 7 and 11 both contain 

select and insert commands, and the two classes access the same tables through these 

Fig. 4. Performance of individuals by generation 



commands. For the classes 5, 6 and 8, the class 5 and 6 have mostly read-only com-

mands, and the class 8 has mostly select commands. In this case, the commands within 

the classes also has access to the same table. These kinds of misclassifications can be 

improved through property access control, which did not restrict in the data generation 

process, not to the similar queries by accessing the same table. 

5 Conclusions  

We propose an adaptive intrusion detection model that can deal with a potential internal 

intrusion pattern even with a limited number of data. The intrusion detection model has 

the advantage of online learning based on the ERN model that combines reinforcement 

learning with evolutionary learning. The detection model is initialized with a genetic 

algorithm and learned the intrusion through the feedback as reinforcement learning. We 

verify that the detection performance of the proposed model is improved as the model 

learns the intrusion. It is necessary to investigate the evolution process of the schema 

of the intrusion detection model by analyzing the individual with the highest perfor-

mance by generation in the future. 
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